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Shifter upgrade for McLaren GT3 V2 Wheel 

 
 

Thank you for purchasing our shifter set. 

These instructions will help you fit the shifters to your wheel.  It is recommended that you read 

though the instructions fully before starting work on your wheel. 

Please remember that fitting this to your wheel will invalidate any remaining Fanatec warranty. 

Included with your conversion kit... 
• Pair of Gear shifter 

• 2 x shifter base plates 

• 2 x Mounting plates 

• 4 x M3 10mm wide flange bolts 

• 2 x M3 12mm bolts 

• 4 x M3 6mm countersunk bolts 

• 6 x M3 washers 

• 6 x M3 Nuts 

These fitting instructions are for the following wheels… 

1. McLaren GT3 V2  

Step 1: Opening the wheel. 
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To open the wheel you need to remove the screws and covers shown. 

Start by removing toggle covers and nut underneath (as marked in Purple) 

 

Gently ease the rubber cover off.  A small screwdriver helps get it started, then just use your fingers 

to pull it off.  Then undo to nut using an 8mm socket.  They are only hand tight. You can leave the 

nut and washers in situe or remove them. 

Next, remove the rotary knobs (as marked in Green) 

Ease off the knobs, they just pull off.  You may 

need a little help from a plastic tool like the Car trim remover I use.  Then undo and remove the nut 

using a 12mm socket, again they are only hand tight. You can leave the washer in place. 

Next, remove the 10 torx headed bolts (marked in Red) 
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Use a T10 Torx bit to undo and remove them all.  You should have these parts set asside. 

You can now remove the wheel cover. 

 

Just pull the cover up.  If you left the washers on, be careful to keep it flat.  Put the cover asside 

together with any buttons that may have fallen out. 

Step 2: Undo the wheel PCB 

 

Start by removing all the white button caps so they don’t fall off and get lost (shown in light blue) 
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Next, remove the display by undoing the 2 screws marked in red.  The display will just lift off. 

 

Now, remove the PCB plug shown in purple.  This just pulls up.  It may be fixed with a soft clear 

glue, but should come off easily. 

Next, remove all 7 of the cross headed screws that hold the PCB in place (As shown in green) 

 

You may find there is green sealent on 2 of the 

screws.  You need to dig this out of the cross head 

screw to get the driver in.  Put all 7 screws aside. 

I like to remove the magnets and the switch from 

the PCB as they are no longer needed.  Just unplug 

the blue / black cable and undo the screws under 

the PCB holding the switch in place. 
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You can now either fold the PCB back out of the way or you can remove the other cables and 

remove the PCB completely while you work on the wheel. 

 

Next you need to remove the orange shifter 

arm. 

There is a plastic plate at the top of the wheel 

with 2 screws holding it in.  First remove this.  

That will free up the pin holding the shifter arm 

in place.  Now you can just remove the pin and 

the shifter arm will just come away.  You can 

replace the pin if you want to and then replace 

the plate to hold it in place with the 2 screws. 

 

Step 2 - The fitting 
First turn the wheel over and you need to cut away the two raised parts as shown here. Use a 

dremil to just cut the parts away and leave the surface flat 

 

Next place the shifter plate onto the wheel as shown. Make sure the wheel PCB is not behind 

where you are going to drill holes. Then drill through the wheel with a 3mm drill bit using the plate 

as a template.  Drill one hole at a time and then insert one of the M3 bolts to hold it in place while 

you drill the next hole. 
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Then drill a 4mm diameter hole through the side of the QR housing as shown for the shifter cable 

to pass through. Mind the QR cable inside so you don’t damage it with the drill bit. 

 

Next, attach the Shifters to the mounting plates.  

Use the square spacers inside the base of the 

shifter.  Use the counter sunk M3 bolts – ideally 

add thread lock to the bolts. 

Make sure you get the shifter the right way 

around.  The pin on the shifter should have the 

clip at the bottom, although it does not really 

matter. 

Now you can bolt the shifter to the wheel.  Start 

by cutting off the plug on the end of the shfter 

cable, this plug is just there for testing.  Pass the 

wires through the 4mm hole and into the wheel. 
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Next push the bolts through.  Use the 

wide flange bolts for the 2 away from 

the shifter and the longer, with smaller 

head by the shifter. 

Inside the wheel attach a washer and 

nut to each bolt.  You may need to 

break, bend a few of the plastic 

sections to get your spanner or socket 

onto the nut. 

Once tight, if you can, apply glue gun 

glue over the nuts and into the old 

shifter hole, just to stocp anything working loose. 

Next attach the shifter wires to the wheel PCB.  You 

can either cut the black / blue wires that go between 

the plug and switch that you removed – joining these 

to the shifter wires and then plugging it into the PCB 

plug.  Or, I like to solder the shifter wires to the back or 

the PCB as shown. It does not matter which way the 

wires go, all the shifter does is make a circuit.   

 

 

Step 3 – Put the wheel back together 
Now it’s just a case of putting everything back together. 

Start by putting the PCB back in place.  Take care not to trap the Shifter wires.  The spring on the 

PCB is the button that tells a Fanatec base if the metal Fanatec QR is attached or not, so make sure 

that goes back properly. 

Put the PCB in place and reconnect all the cables if you removed them. 

I recommend testing at this stage, just in case. 
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Replace a couple of the PCB screws, one on each side.  Do not fit them all yet. 

Then refit the display.  It has a plug that goes onto the 4 pins on the PCB and then fit the 2 screws 

to hole it in place. Then attach the wheel to you wheel base and just check that everything works. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

If everything worked ok, you can finish re-assembling the wheel. Put the rest of the cross headed 

screws back in to hold the PCB in place. 

 The shifters should look like this… The photo has out conversion kit fittect as well. 

Put the white button covers back on 
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Now you can put the wheel cover back on. 

 

Remember to put any buttons that fell out back first.  Often the “N” button falls out.  Rest the 

cover on the wheel and ease it into place.  Check the tiny setup button is through it’s hole properly 

Start by putting the 3 nuts back on the rotary switches.  Just hand tight. 

Then put the nuts back on the toggle switches.  The washers for these slot into the switch, so spin 

them until the drop into place.  Again just hand tighten the nuts. 

Finally, put back the 10 torx screws.  These go into plastic so do not do them too tight. 

And that’s it, you are all done.  
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I hope your shifters give you many years of use. 

If you have any questions please let me know 

Simon Maltby 

Sim Racing Machines 

sales@simracingmachines.com 

 

 


